Verb Study Guide

There will be at least 30 questions on the Verb Quiz, so please study.

For the big verb quiz (there will be at least 30 questions), study chapter 8, 9, 11, 12 in you text, Sentence Skills with Readings . 

Know your 6 verb forms: Present Form; S-Form; Past Form; Past Participle; Present Participle; and infinitive.

Present Form
S-Form
Past Form
Past Participle
Present Participle
Infinitive
walk
walks
walked
have walked
is walking
to walk
run
runs
ran
have run
is running
to run
lie (untruth)
lies
lied
have lied
is lying
to lie

lie (rest)
lies
lay
have lain
is lying
to lie
lay (put)
lays
laid
have laid
is laying 
to lay
be, am, are
is
was, were
have been
is being
to be
have
has
had
have had
is having 
to have

Above is an example. You are responsible for all irregular verbs on pages 160 to 162 in Sentence Skills with Readings and page 8 in English Simplified.

In the table above, lie (untruth) and walk are regular verbs because one adds an "ed" to the end to make them past tense and past participles.

Irregular verbs are more difficult because there is no regular pattern to make them past tense and past participles.

"Be" is the most irregular verb because there are three present forms (besides the s-form) and two past forms.

"Have " is a bit more irregular than most verbs (besides "be") because for the s-form, there is more of a spelling change than just adding an "S."

For the participles, the helping verbs (in this case "have" and "is" can be past, present, singular and plural. 

Know your verbals.

Verbals like verbs often express action, but they are not the verbs of the sentence. (For a particle to be the verb of a sentence, it must have a helping verb or helping verbs.  An infinitive an never be the verb of the sentence.

The verbals are the past participle, present participle, and infinitive. 

All three verbals can act like fragments.

	Waiting at the bus stop in the rain, I got very wet. ("Waiting" is a present participle acting like a fragment)

Wasted and wounded, it ain't what the moon did. ("Wasted" and "wounded" are past participles acting like a fragment).  Example from Tom Waits's song "Tom Traubert's Blues":  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XrkThaBWa5c
	To do well on the verb quiz, students must study hard. ("To do" is an infinitive acting like a fragment)
	
Two of the verbals, the past participles and present participles, can act like adjectives.

	broken leg


	swimming pool


One of the verbals, the present participles, can act like a noun.  When a present participle acts like a noun, it is called a gerund.

	Swimming is fun. The subject of this sentence is the present participle "swimming." Therefore, "swimming" is acting like a noun.  Therefore, "swimming" is a gerund.


	Playing basketball is my main pleasure during the week. The subject of the sentence is "playing." Therefore, "paying" is a gerund.


	You can get yourself in shape through jogging. "Jogging" is the object of the prepositional phrase "through jogging."  Therefore, jogging is acting like a noun (since the object of a preposition is always a noun.  


You can read about verbals in chapter 12 of Sentence Skills with Readings . 

Know your verb tenses which are also in chapter 12.

Tense is not the same as form.  You can use different forms of verbs to make different tenses.

Use the present form to make the present tense:

I work.

Use the past form to make the past tense:

I worked.

Use the word "will" or "shall"  and the present form of the verb to make the future tense.

I will work:

When a past participle is the verb of the sentence, it is referred to as the perfect tense. Therefore, if I ask for the perfect tense, it will always be the past participle form acting like the verb of the sentence.

When a present participle is the verb of the sentence, it is referred to as the progressive tense. Therefore, if I ask for the progressive tense, it will always be the present participle form acting like the verb of the sentence.

Any tense I say before "perfect" or "progressive" refers to the helping verb or verbs.

Therefore, if I ask for the present perfect, the word "perfect" refers to the past participle and the word "present" refers to the helping verb.

have worked

has worked

have sung

has sung

If I ask for the past perfect, the word "perfect" refers to the past participle and the word "past" refers to the helping verb. 

had worked

had sung

If I ask for the future perfect, the word "perfect" refers to the past participle and the word "future" refers to the helping verb.

will have worked

will have sung

The same is true of the progressive tense.

Present progressive

is working
am working

Past progressive

was working
were working

Future progressive

will be working

The same is true of the present perfect progressive.  "Progressive" refers to the present participle form of the verb. "Perfect" refers to the past participle form of the helping verb.  Finally, "present" refers to the helping verb for the perfect tense of the helping verb.

have been working

has been working

Past perfect progressive

had been working

Future perfect progressive

will have been working.



